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1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a semisimple linear algebraic group over an algebraically
closed field k. The subset of nilpotent elements N inside the Lie algebra g
of G is called the nilpotent cone. The group G acts on N by the adjoint
action with only finitely many orbits. A nilpotent variety is the closure of
such an orbit.
When the characteristic of the ground field k is zero it was proved by
w xBroer 3 that the subregular nilpotent variety is normal. One of the main
ingredients in the proof was a vanishing result concerning line bundles on
the cotangent bundle of a flag variety. By a clever induction and use of the
w xBorel]Bott]Weil theorem Broer later 2 generalized the vanishing result,
and was in this way able to prove the normality of a broader class of
nilpotent varieties.
Ž w x.Recently see 12 it was realized that the theory of Frobenius splitting
w xcould be used to generalize Broer’s original vanishing result in 2 to flag
Ž .varieties over fields of good characteristics see Definition 3 . In the same
paper the normality of the subregular nilpotent variety in good characteris-
tic was obtained.
This paper deals with the generalization of the vanishing and normality
w xresults of 3 to positive good characteristics. One obstruction is that the
Borel]Bott]Weil theorem only remains true under some restrictions. The
vanishing result on line bundles on the cotangent bundle of a flag variety
1 The author is partially supported by the TMR programme ‘‘Algebraic Lie Representa-
tions,’’ ECM Network Contract ERB FMRX-CT 97r0100.
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obtained in this paper is therefore weaker than in the corresponding
characteristic zero situation. It is, however, noticeable that all the normal-
w xity results from 3 generalize to good characteristics. Contrary to the
characteristic zero situation some of the normality results obtained for
classical groups seem to be unknown. In characteristic zero these results
w xwere already contained in 11 .
w xThe approach in this paper is very similar to the one in 3 . Only minor
changes are needed to make Broer’s approach work in positive characteris-
tic. For convenience of the reader we have, however, tried to make this
w xpaper independent of 3 .
We thank Jens Carsten Jantzen for some useful conversations and
suggestions. In particular the approach in Section 7 is due to him. We
should also say that the approach to Proposition 6 is very similar to an
approach shown to us by A. Broer.
2. NOTATION
Let G be a connected semisimple simply connected linear algebraic
group over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p ) 0. Let T be
a maximal torus and B be a Borel subgroup containing T. By F we
denote the roots of G with respect to T. If a is a root, we denote by sa
Ž .the corresponding reflection inside the Weyl group W s N T rT of G.G
The negative roots Fy are by definition the set of roots which are T
weights of the Lie algebra of B. The set of positive roots is denoted by Fq,
while the set of simple positive roots is denoted by D. Any subset I of D
defines a parabolic subgroup P containing B. The unipotent radical of aI
parabolic subgroup P is denoted by U and the Levi part by L . The LieP P
algebra of U is denoted by u , but when P s B we will also use theP P I
notation u.
The character group of T is denoted by L, and elements in here are
² :called weights. There is a natural perfect pairing , between L and the
Ž . kset of cocharacters X# T . If a is a root we denote by a the corre-
sponding coroot. In this setting we have
² k:s l s l y l, a a , a g F , l g L .Ž .a
A weight l in L is said to be dominant if
² k:l, a G 0, ;a g D .
The set of dominant weights is denoted by Lq. On L we have an order
denoted by G and defined by l G m if and only if l y m is a sum of
positive roots. For each weight l the W-orbit of l contains precisely one
dominant weight denoted by lq. For a weight l which can be written as a
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Ž .sum of n simple positive roots, we define the height ht l of l to be n.
Every T-character l g L can be uniquely extended to a B-character. The
corresponding one-dimensional representation is denoted by k .l
If P is a parabolic subgroup and M is a P module we denote by
G =P M the variety which is the quotient of G = M under the P action
p ? g , m s gpy1 , p.m , p g P , g g G, m g M .Ž . Ž .
Ž . w xIf X is a variety over k we write k X for the global regular functions on
X and O for the sheaf of regular functions on X.X
3. WEYL GROUP TRANSLATES
Let l g L be a weight. As mentioned above there exists a unique
dominant Weyl group translate lq of l. In this section we will study the
behavior of lq with respect to the order G .
To l in L we define
q ² k: 4l l s a a g F : l, a - 0 ,Ž .
Ž .and say that l l is the length of l. Notice that a weight is dominant
exactly when it has length zero.
LEMMA 1. Let l be a weight and a be a short simple root such that
² k:l, a is negati¤e. Then
l s l s l l y 1.Ž . Ž .a
² k: ² Ž .k:Proof. For any positive root b we have s l, b s l, s b .a a
q  4Noticing that s acts as a permutation on the set F _ a and thata
Ž .s a s ya , this implies the result.a
COROLLARY 1. If l g L is a weight then lqG l.
Proof. Let l be a weight and assume by induction that the statement is
correct for weights of smaller length than l. We may assume that there
exists a simple root a as in Lemma 1. Then
q ql F s l F s l s l ,Ž . Ž .Ž .a a
where the second equality follows by induction and Lemma 1.
PROPOSITION 1. Let l g L be a weight and a be a positi¤e root.
Ž . ² k: q Ž .qi If l, a G 0 then l - l q a .
Ž . ² k: q Ž .qii If l, a s y1 then l s l q a .
Ž . ² k: q Ž .qiii If l, a F y2 then l ) l q a .
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² k: Ž .Proof. If l, a s y1 it follows that l q a s s l and thereforea
Ž .that l q a is in the same Weyl group orbit as l. This implies ii . Assume
² k: Ž . Ž .now that l, a G 0. We will prove i by induction in l l . Assume that
Ž . Ž .the statement is correct for all m with l m - l l . If l is dominant we
have
qql s l - l q a F l q a ,Ž .
where the last relation follows from Corollary 1. We may therefore assume
² k:that there exists a simple positive root b such that l, b is negative. By
Ž Ž .. Ž .Lemma 1 we know that l s l - l l . As b is simple we also know thatb
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..s a is positive. By induction used on s l and s a we thereforeb b b
conclude
q q qql s s l - s l q s a s l q a .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .b b b
Ž . Ž k:This implies i . Assume finally that l, a F y2. Then
² k: ² k: ² k:s l q a , a s y l q a , a s y l, a y 2 G 0.Ž .a
Ž .By this and the proof of i we conclude that
q q qq ql q a s s l q a - s l q a q a s s l s l ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .a a a
which ends the proof.
4. MINIMAL DOMINANT WEIGHTS
In the previous section we saw that the dominant Weyl group translate
lq of a weight l had the property that lqG l. In general lq is not
minimal with this property. In fact, for most weights l there exists a
dominant weight m / lq, such that
l F m F lq.
However, as the height of lqy l is finite we see that there must exist
weights m minimal among dominant weights with the property m G l. The
following arguments show that there is a unique minimal dominant weight
m with m G l.
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LEMMA 2. Let l g L be a weight and let a be a simple positi¤e root such
² k:that l, a is negati¤e. Then e¤ery dominant weight m with m G l satisfies
that m G a q l.
Proof. Let l and a be as described above and let m be a dominant
Ž Ž .. Žweight with m G l. Let a , . . . , a n s ht m y l be a collection of not1 n
.necessarily distinct simple positive roots such that
n
m y l s a .Ý i
is1
It is enough to show that there exists an i such that a s a . By the choicei
of a we have
² k: ² k: ² k:m y l, a s m , a q y l, a ) 0.Ž .
Therefore also
n
ka , a ) 0.Ý i¦ ;
is1
² k:But if a / a then a , a F 0, which implies that there must exist an ij j
such that a s a .i
PROPOSITION 2. To each weight l g L there exists a dominant weight lw
such that
Ž . wi l G l.
Ž . wii If m is dominant and m G l then m G l .
Proof. For each weight l define the number
N s min ht m y l : m dominant and m G l . 4Ž .l
Notice that the minimum is taken over a nonempty set as lq is dominant
and lqG l. We will prove the proposition by induction on N . So assumel
that the result is true for all l9 with N - N . If l is dominant we mayl9 l
choose lw s l. Assume therefore that l is not dominant. Then there
² k:exists a positive simple root a such that l, a is negative. By Lemma 2
w Ž .it follows that N - N and that l [ l q a * satisfies the desiredlqa l
conditions.
In view of this result we will in the following use the notation lw to
denote the minimal dominant weight with lw G l.
COROLLARY 2. Let l g L be a weight and a be a positi¤e simple root
² k: w Ž .wsuch that l, a is negati¤e. Then l s l q a .
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Proof. Clear by Lemma 2.
w xFollowing 3 we define
Ž .DEFINITION 1. If l g L is a weight, we denote by Cht l the largest
integer r for which there exists dominant weights m , m , . . . , m satisfying0 1 r
lw s m - m - ??? - m - m s lq.0 1 ry1 r
PROPOSITION 3. Let l g L be a weight and a be a simple positi¤e root.
Ž . ² k: Ž . Ž .i If l, a s y1 then Cht l s Cht l q a .
Ž . ² k: Ž . Ž .ii If l, a F y2 then Cht l ) Cht l q a .
Ž . ² k: Ž . Ž Ž ..iii If l, a F 0 then Cht l G Cht s l .a
Ž . ² k: Ž . Ž Ž . .iv If l, a F y2 then Cht l ) Cht s l y a .a
Ž . Ž .Proof. For i and ii use Proposition 1 and Corollary 2.
² k: Ž . Ž Ž ..wIf l, a F 0 then l F s l F s l , and by Proposition 2 wea a
w Ž Ž ..w q Ž Ž ..qconclude that l F s l . Furthermore, l s s l which provesa a
Ž . ² k: ²the equality in iii . Assume finally that l, a F y2. Then l q
k: Ž . Ž .a , a F 0 and thus by iii and ii we have
Cht s l y a s Cht s l q a F Cht l q a - Cht l .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .a a
This ends the proof.
5. VANISHING
In this section a will denote a simple positive root, and P will denote
the minimal parabolic subgroup P of G.a 4
LEMMA 3. Let V be a P module and let l g L be a weight. If n denotes
² k:the number l, a , then
¡ i 0H GrP , V m H PrB, k if n G y1,Ž .Ž .l
i ~ iy1 1H GrB, V m k sŽ . H GrP , V m H PrB, k if n F y1,Ž .Ž .l l¢0 if n s y1.
iy1Ž 1Ž ..By definition H GrP, V m H PrB, k is zero when i s 0.l
iŽ .Proof. We want to calculate the cohomology group H GrB, V m kl
by using the spectral sequence corresponding to the natural map GrB “
GrP, gB ‹ gP. This gives us
E p , q s H p GrP , V m H q PrB, k « H pqq GrB, V m k .Ž . Ž .Ž .2 l l
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qŽ . ŽAs at most one of the cohomology groups H PrB, k is nonzero re-l
1.member that PrB , P this spectral sequence degenerates. Further-
1Ž . 0Ž .more, H PrB, k is nonzero only if n - y1 while H PrB, k isl l
nonzero only if n ) y1.
Ž .PROPOSITION 4. Notation as in Lemma 3. If yp y 1 F n - 0, then
H i GrB, V m k , H iy1 GrB, V m k , ; i G 1.Ž . Ž .l s Žl.yaa
Proof. By Lemma 3 we know that
H i GrB, V m k , H iy1 GrP , V m H 1 PrB, k .Ž . Ž .Ž .l l
1Ž . Ž .Consider H PrB, k . As yp y 1 F n - 0 we know by thel
Ž w x.Borel]Bott]Weil theorem see 10, Proposition II.5.4 that
H 1 PrB, k , H 0 PrB, k ,Ž . Ž .l s Žl.yaa
as P-modules. Therefore
H i GrB, V m k , H iy1 GrP , V m H 0 PrB, k .Ž . Ž .Ž .l s Žl.yaa
² Ž . k:As s l y a , a G y1 the statement follows by using Lemma 3 ona
the right side.
5.1. Application
Let u denote the Lie algebra of U , and let u denote the Lie algebraP P
of U. Restricting linear functions on u to u gives us a short exactP
sequence
0 “ k “ u* “ uU “ 0.a P
For each integer i ) 0 this induces a short exact sequence
0 “ Siy1 u* m k “ Si u* “ Si uU “ 0, 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a P
i y1Ž .where S denotes the ith symmetric product. Thinking of S u* as being
Ž .equal to zero, we may also make sense of 1 when i s 0. Summing over all
i G 0 we arrive at the following short exact sequence:
0 “ S v u* m k “ S v u* “ S v uU “ 0. 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a P
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To ease the notation we now define
DEFINITION 2. If l g L is a weight we define
H i l [ H i GrB, S v u* m k ,Ž . Ž .Ž .l
H i l [ H i GrB, S v uU m k .Ž . Ž .Ž .a P l
Ž .COROLLARY 3. Let l be a weight such that yp y 1 F n - 0 where
² k:n s l, a . Then
H i l s H iy1 s l y a , ; i G 1.Ž . Ž .a a a
UvŽ .Proof. This follows from Proposition 4 with V s S u .P
Ž .PROPOSITION 5. Let l be a weight such that yp y 1 F n - 0 where
² k:n s l, a . Then
Ž . iŽ . iŽ .i If n s y1 then H l , H l q a for all i G 1.
Ž . iŽ . iy1Ž Ž . . iŽ Ž ..ii If H l q a s H s l y a s H s l s 0 for an i G 1,a a
iŽ .then H l s 0.
i Ž .Proof. Assume first that n s y1. Then Lemma 3 tells us that H la
s 0 for all i G 0. Consider now the long exact sequence of cohomology
Ž .groups induced by the short exact sequence 2 tensored by k :l
0 “ H 0 l q a “ H 0 l “ H 0 lŽ . Ž . Ž .a
“ H 1 l q a “ H 1 l “ H 1 lŽ . Ž . Ž .a
“ ??? “ H i l q a “ H i l “ H i l “ ??? . 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a
Ž . iŽThen i follows immediately. Assume now that n F y2 and that H l q
. iy1Ž Ž . . iŽ Ž ..a s H s l y a s H s l s 0 with i G 1. Consider the long ex-a a
Ž .act sequence of cohomology groups corresponding to 2 tensored by
k :s Žl.yaa
??? “ H iy1 s l “ H iy1 s l y a “ H iy1 s l “ aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .a a a a
“ H i s l “ ??? .Ž .Ž .a
iy1Ž Ž . .By the assumptions we conclude that H s l y a s 0. This impliesa a
i Ž .by Corollary 3 that H l s 0. Finally this together with the assumptionsa
iŽ . Ž .implies, by using the exact sequence 3 , that H l s 0.
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6. THE VANISHING THEOREM
In this section we will state a vanishing theorem which will enable us to
conclude the normality of certain nilpotent varieties. Compared to the
w xcharacteristic zero situation in 3 , the vanishing result in positive charac-
teristic is less general. Still the positive characteristic vanishing result is
sufficient to conclude the same normality results as in characteristic zero.
From now on we assume that the characteristic of the ground field is good,
which means
DEFINITION 3. If G is almost simple then the characteristic p of the
ground field is said to be a good prime for G if p G 2 for type A, p G 3
for type B, C, and D, p G 5 for type F , G , E , and E , and p G 7 for4 2 6 7
type E . If G is arbitrary, the characteristic is defined to be good if it is so8
for all almost simple normal subgroups of G.
To prove the vanishing result we have to restrict our attention to the
following subset of the set of weights:
² k: qC s l g L : l, b G yp y 1 , ;b g F . 4Ž .p
The invariance of this set is described in
LEMMA 4. Let l be an element of C and let a be a positi¤e simple rootp
² k:such that n [ l, a is negati¤e. If m is an integer satisfying 0 F m F yn
then
l q ma g C .p
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .In particular l q a , s l , and s l y a belong to C .a a p
Proof. Let b be a positive root and let m be an integer between 0 and
² k:yn. If a , b G 0, then
² k: ² k: ² k:l q ma , b s l, b q m a , b G yp y 1.
² k:We may therefore assume that a , b - 0. Then b / a and
² k: ² k:l q ma , b G l y na , b
² k:s s l , bŽ .a
k² :s l, s b G yp y 1 .Ž . Ž .a
Ž .The last equality follows as s b is a positive root as a is simple and nota
equal to b.
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THEOREM 1. For e¤ery weight l in C we ha¤ep
H i l s 0, ; i ) Cht l .Ž . Ž .
Proof. By induction we may assume that the statement is correct for all
weights l9 in C satisfyingp
Cht l9 - Cht l or Cht l9 s Cht l and l l9 - l l .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . wIf l is dominant then Cht l s 0 and the result follows from 12, Theorem
x2 . We may therefore assume that there exists a simple root a such that
² k:n [ l, a is negative.
Ž . Ž .If n s y1 then Cht a q l s Cht l by Proposition 3. At the same
Ž . Ž .time, Lemma 1 tells us that l a q l - l l . As a q l is an element of Cp
by Lemma 4 we conclude by induction that
H i a q l s 0, ; i ) Cht l .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Using Proposition 5 i the result follows.
We may therefore assume that n F y2. By Proposition 3 we have
Ž . Ž .Cht l q a - Cht l . Consequently induction and Lemma 4 tell us that
H i l q a s 0, ; i ) Cht l . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Consider now s l . Then Proposition 3 iii , Lemma 1, Lemma 4, anda
induction tell us
H i s l s 0, ; i ) Cht l . 5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .a
Ž . Ž .Consider finally s l y a . Then Proposition 3 iv , Lemma 4, and induc-a
tion tell us
H i s l y a s 0, ; i ) Cht l y 1. 6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .a
Ž . Ž . Ž .Now 4 , 5 , and 6 together with Proposition 5 end the proof.
7. PAIRWISE ORTHOGONAL SIMPLE SHORT ROOTS
From now on we assume that the group G is almost simple.
Let a , a , . . . , a be a set of pairwise orthogonal simple short roots,1 2 m
Ž .and let a [ a q ??? qa . In this section we will calculate Cht a . As for1 m
w xa large part of this paper, this may also be found in 3 . However, in this
paper we will choose a slightly different approach following an argument
shown to us by J. C. Jantzen.
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Ž .Choose a Weyl group invariant bilinear form , on the Euclidean
Ž .space L m R, and normalize it so that a , a s 1 whenever a is a shortZ
Ž .root. With this normalization of , we have
Ž .LEMMA 5. If b is a root, then b , b is an integer.
Proof. Let b be any root. As the underlying root system of G is
Ž . Ž wirreducible there exists a short root a such that b , a / 0 see 8,
x. w xLemma B, Sect. 10.4 . Then 8, Table 1, Sect. 9.4 tells us that
b , bŽ .
 4b , b s g 1, 2, 3 .Ž .
a , aŽ .
Ž .LEMMA 6. If l is a weight in the root lattice ZF, then l, l is an integer.
Proof. Write l as a sum of roots l s Ýn b . Thenis1 i
n
l, l s 2 b , b q b , bŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý Ýi j i i
1Fi-jFn is1
n
k² :s b , b b , b q b , b ,Ž .Ž .Ý Ýj j i j i i
1Fi-jFn is1
which is an integer by Lemma 5.
Ž .LEMMA 7. Let l and m be dominant weights with m - l. Then m, m -
Ž .l, l .
Proof. Consider
l, l s m , m q l y m , l y m q 2 l y m , mŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
) m , m q 2 l y m , m .Ž . Ž .
Ž .As m is dominant and l ) m the number l y m, m is nonnegative, and
the result follows.
Ž .PROPOSITION 6. Cht a s m y 1.
Proof. Let g denote the short dominant root. Then g s aq for all i. Ini
particular a F g for all i, and as g may be written uniquely as a sum ofi
simple roots we conclude that a F g . Therefore a* F g . If a* / g then
Ž . Ž .Lemma 7 tells us that a*, a* - g , g s 1, as g was a short root. By
Ž .Lemma 6 this implies that a*, a* s 0 or that a* s 0. This contradicts
that a F a* and we conclude that a* s g .
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Consider a sequence m , . . . , m of dominant weights with0 r
a* s m - m - ??? - m - m s aq.0 1 ry1 r
Then by Lemma 7 we have
1 s a*, a* - m , m - ??? - m , m s aq, aq s m. 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 r r
Here the last equality follows as a is a sum of pairwise orthogonal short
Ž q q. Ž . Ž .roots, and as a , a s a , a . Using Lemma 6 we conclude from 7
Ž .that r F m y 1, and consequently Cht a F m y 1.
Ž .qTo see the opposite equality put m s a q ??? qa for i si 1 iq1
Ž .1, . . . , m y 1. Then Proposition 1 i gives us a sequence of dominant
weights:
a* - m - ??? - m - m s aq.1 my2 my1
Ž .This implies that Cht a G m y 1.
We will also need that a is contained in C , which follows fromp
LEMMA 8. Let a , a , . . . , a be a set of short pairwise orthogonal simple1 2 m
roots, and let a [ a q ??? qa denote their sum. Then1 m
² k: qa , b G y3, ;b g F .
In particular a g C .p
² k:Proof. Let b be a positive root. We may assume that a , b - 0 fori
² k:all i s 1, . . . , m. As each a is short this means that a , b s y1. Soi i
we have to show that m F 3. Assume therefore that m s 4. Then
a q 2b , a q 2b s a , a q 4 b , b q 4 a , bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
² k:s 4 q 4 b , b q 2 b , b a , bŽ . Ž .
s 4 1 y b , b F 0.Ž .Ž .
The last equality follows from Lemma 5. This implies that a q 2b s 0
which is a contradiction as a q 2b is a nontrivial sum of positive roots.
8. NORMALITY
From now on let a , . . . , a be a set of pairwise orthogonal short simple1 m
roots, and consider the parabolic subgroup P s P of G with I sI
 4a , . . . , a . Let u denote the Lie algebra of U and u denote the Lie1 m P P
algebra of the unipotent radical U of B. Consider the short exact sequence
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of B-modules
0 “ uru * “ u* “ uU “ 0. 8Ž . Ž .P P
As a , . . . , a are pairwise orthogonal we know that1 m
uru * , k m k [ ??? [ k .Ž .P a a a1 2 m
For each positive integer s we let V denote the sth exterior power ofs
Ž .uru *, i.e.,P
V s ns uru * s k .Ž . [s P a q ? ? ? qan n1 s1Fn -n - ??? -n Fm1 2 s
By Proposition 6 we see that V is a direct sum of one-dimensionals
Ž .B-representations with weights l with Cht l s s y 1. In particular
iŽ v .LEMMA 9. H GrB, S u* m V s 0, i G s.s
Proof. Use Lemma 8 and Theorem 1.
Let j be a positive integer and consider the Koszul resolution induced
Ž . Ž w x.by 8 and j see, e.g., 10, II.12.12
??? “ S jys u* m V “ ??? “ S jy2 u* m V “ S jy1 u* m V “ K “ 0.s 2 1 j
Here K denotes the kernel of the surjective map S ju* “ S juU .j P
iŽ .LEMMA 10. H GrB, K s 0, i ) 0.j
Proof. Break the Koszul resolution of K up into short exact sequencesj
and use Lemma 9.
Consider the short exact sequence
0 “ K “ S v u* “ S v uU “ 0, 9Ž .P
where K s [ K . Then Lemma 10 tells us that the induced mapj j
H 0 GrB, S v u* “ H 0 GrB, S v uU , H 0 GrP , S v uU 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .P P
is surjective. The last isomorphism follows by an argument similar to the
one used in the proof of Lemma 3.
8.1. Springer Resolution
Let N denote the closed subset of nilpotent elements inside the Lie
algebra g of G. By results of Springer it is known that N is a normal
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variety. The projective morphism
p : G =B u “ N
11Ž .
g , x ‹ g ? x .Ž .
is a resolution of singularities of N and is called the Springer resolution.
As N is normal and p is a birational projective map we know that
Ž .Bp# O s O . In particularG= u N
p * Bw x w xk N “ k G = u 12Ž .
is surjective. Consider the commutative diagram
ip 1P B6
6
B;G = u G = u G = uP P
6 6 6
pP Bp <G= u pP
i2 6;Gu NP
Here i and i are inclusion maps, p denotes the natural projection map,1 2
Ž .and Gu denotes the closure of Gu inside N. Reformulating 10 we seePP
that
p*Ui1B B P6w xk G = u k G = u , k G = uP P
Ž .is surjective, and composing this with the surjective map 12 and using the
commutativity of the diagram above, we conclude that
UpP P6k Gu k G = u 13Ž .P P
U Ž .is surjective. Furthermore, as p is dominant 13 is in fact an isomor-P
phism.
8.2. Proofs of Main Results
PROPOSITION 7. Gu is a normal ¤ariety.P
P w P xProof. As G = u is a normal variety the ring k G = u is normal.P P
U w xAs p is an isomorphism this implies that the coordinate ring k Gu ofP P
the affine variety Gu is normal.P
UThat p is an isomorphism means, as Gu is affine, thatP P
Pp #O s O . 14Ž . Ž .P G= u G uPP
w x.Using that p is projective this implies 6, Corollary III.11.3 that p hasP P
connected fibers.
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LEMMA 11. The map p is birational.P
Proof. As p is a dominant morphism between varieties of the sameP
dimension, and as the fibers of p are connected, it is enough to show thatP
Ž w x.p is separable. By a theorem of Richardson see 15 the P module uP P
has a dense P-orbit. Let x g u be an element in this dense P-orbit, andP
P Ž . Ž .consider the morphism i: G “ G = u given by i g s g, x . By theP
choice of x this map is dominant. As a composite of two field extensions
F : F : F is separable only if F : F is separable; we see that it is0 1 2 0 1
enough to show that p ( i is separable. In other words we have to showP
that the orbit map g ‹ g ? x of x is separable. Using that the nilpotent
variety N is isomorphic to the unipotent variety, it is enough to show that
the orbit map g ‹ g ? x9 is separable for any unipotent element x9 in G.
w xUnless G is of type A, this now follows from 17, I 5.1]5.6, 1, Sect. 9.1 . If
Ž .G is of type A we may compose p ( i with the natural map GL k ‹ GP n
and use a similar argument.
For convenience of the reader we state the following definition of a
rational resolution.
DEFINITION 4. A proper birational map f : X “ Y is a rational resolu-
tion of Y if
1. Y is normal and X is smooth.
i Ž .2. R f# O s 0, i ) 0.X
i Ž .3. R f# v s 0, i ) 0, where v is the dualizing sheaf of X.X X
If there exists a rational resolution of Y we say that Y has rational
singularities.
LEMMA 12. The smooth ¤ariety G =P u has a tri¤ial dualizing sheaf.P
w x Ž .Proof. By 16, Lemma 4.4 we recognize u as grp *, where p is theP
P Ž .Lie algebra of P. The result now follows as G = grp * is the cotangent
bundle over GrP and as such has a trivial dualizing sheaf.
THEOREM 2. The nilpotent ¤ariety Gu is a normal Gorenstein ¤arietyP
with rational singularities.
Proof. We claim that p is a rational resolution of Gu . By Proposi-P P
tion 7, Lemma 11, and Lemma 12 this follows if we show
Ri p # O P s 0, i ) 0.Ž . Ž .P G= u P
As Gu is affine this is equivalent toP
H i GrP , S v uU s H i G =P u , O P s 0, i ) 0. 15Ž . Ž .Ž .P P G= u P
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Using an argument similar to the one used in the proof of Lemma 3 we see
iŽ v U . iŽ v U .that H GrP, S u s H GrB, S u . Furthermore, Lemma 10 and theP P
Ž . iŽ v U . iŽ v .short exact sequence 9 imply that H GrB, S u s H GrB, S u* .P
Ž .Now 15 follows from Theorem 1. That Gu is Gorenstein now followsP
Ž w x.see 5, pp. 49]50 from Lemma 12.
9. BALA]CARTER LABELS AND PARTITIONS
In the previous section the normality of certain kinds of Richardson
nilpotent varieties was proved. These varieties were given by sets of short
pairwise orthogonal simple roots. In this section we will determine exactly
which nilpotent varieties arise in this way. For the classical groups we will
parameterize these by certain partitions and for the exceptional groups we
will use the Bala]Carter label. Much of this is straightforward checking
from definitions and tables, and most of this will be left to the reader.
w x w xUseful references are 7, Lemma 7.3 and Tables 1]3, 6]8 in 14 .
LEMMA 13. Let g , g , . . . , g , g and g , . . . , g , g 9 be two sets of pair-1 2 m 1 m
wise orthogonal short simple roots, and let P and P9 denote the corresponding
k² :parabolic groups. If g 9, g - 0 then Gu s Gu .P P 9
Proof. Let L and L9 denote the Levi parts of P and P9, respectively.
As
s s g s g 9Ž .g g 9
s s g s g , i s 1, . . . , m ,Ž .g g 9 i i
it follows that L and L9 are conjugated under the Weyl group element
Ž w x.s s . By definition this means that P and P9 are associated see 9, p. 84g g 9
and the corresponding Richardson orbits are therefore equal.
Ž .DEFINITION 5. We say: * two sets g , . . . , g , g and g , . . . , g , g 9 of1 m 1 m
pairwise orthogonal simple short roots are equi¤alent if g and g 9 are
non-orthogonal. In general two sets E and E9 of short simple pairwise
orthogonal roots are said to be equi¤alent if there exist a sequence
E , E , . . . , E of sets of short simple pairwise orthogonal roots such that0 1 r
Ž .for each i s 0, . . . , r the set E is equivalent to E in the sense of * .i iq1
By Lemma 13 we see that two equivalent sets of pairwise orthogonal
simple short roots determine the same nilpotent variety. In the following
b , b , . . . , b will denote the simple roots of G taken in the Bourbaki1 2 n
order.
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LEMMA 14. The equi¤alence classes of sets of short pairwise orthogonal
simple roots are gi¤en by
1. If G is of type A , B , C , G , F , E , or E then any two sets ofn n n 2 4 6 8
pairwise orthogonal simple short roots of rank m are equi¤alent.
2. If G is of type E then any two sets of pairwise orthogonal simple7
short roots of rank m / 3 are equi¤alent. The sets b , b , b and b , b , b1 2 5 2 5 7
represent the two equi¤alence classes of rank 3.
3. In case G is of type D we ha¤e the following two distinct types ofn
equi¤alence classes:
Ž .a Any two sets of short pairwise orthogonal simple roots of the
same rank not containing both b and b are equi¤alent, except thatny1 n
b , b , . . . , b , b and b , b , . . . , b , b are nonequi¤alent when n is1 3 ny3 ny1 1 3 ny3 n
e¤en.
Ž .b Any two sets of short pairwise orthogonal simple roots of the
same rank containing both b and b are equi¤alent.ny1 n
Proof. Straightforward by definition.
As above we let Gu denote the nilpotent variety determined by a setP
a , . . . , a of short pairwise orthogonal short simple roots. The following1 m
types of nilpotent varieties are of this form.
A : In this case nilpotent orbits correspond to partitions of n. Forn
Ž .each integer 1 F m F n q 1 r2 there exist a , . . . , a as above, and the1 m
w xcorresponding nilpotent variety is given by the partition n, n y m .
B : In this case nilpotent orbits correspond to partitions of 2n q 1n
in which even parts appear with even multiplicity. As there is only one
short simple root, only the subregular nilpotent variety is contained in
w xTheorem 2. This corresponds to the partition 2n q 1 .
C : In this case nilpotent orbits correspond to partitions of 2n inn
which odd parts occur with even multiplicity. For each integer 1 F m F nr2
there exist a , . . . , a as above, and the corresponding nilpotent variety is1 m
w Ž . xgiven by the partition 2 n y m , 2m .
D : In this case nilpotent orbits correspond to partitions of 2n inn
which even parts occur with even multiplicity, except that every partition
Ž .with only even parts the ‘‘very even’’ partitions corresponds to two orbits.
ŽWe divide into three cases remember that b , b , . . . , b denotes the1 2 n
.simple roots of G
Ž .  4  4a If b , b › a , . . . , a , for each integer 1 F m - nr2ny1 n 1 m
there exist a , . . . , a with the above properties, and the corresponding1 m
w Ž . xpartition is 2 n y m y 1, 2m q 1 .
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Ž .  4  4b If b , b › a , . . . , a and m s nr2, there are 2ny1 n 1 m
possible nonequivalent sets of a , . . . , a with these properties. These1 m
w 2 xcorrespond to the two nilpotent orbits with very even partition n .
Ž .c If both b and b are among a , . . . , a , for eachny1 n 1 m
integer 2 F m F nr2 q 1 a set a , . . . , a with the above properties1 m
w Ž . 2 xexists, and the corresponding partition is 2 n y m q 1, 2m y 3, 1 .
G : In this case m s 1 and the only nilpotent variety which is2
Ž .contained in Theorem 2 is the subregular nilpotent variety G a .2 1
F : In this case m s 1 and the only nilpotent variety which is4
Ž .contained in Theorem 2 is the subregular nilpotent variety F a .4 1
E : By Lemma 14 three distinct nilpotent varieties are contained in6
Theorem 2. Each of these nilpotent varieties is contained in those of
w x Žhigher dimension. 14, Table 1 tells us that A q A corresponding to5 1
Ž ..Bala]Carter label E a is contained in a nilpotent variety of the form6 3
w xGu with m s 3. By 14, Table 6 and dimension reasoning this forcesP
Ž . Ž .E a , D , and E a to correspond to m s 3, m s 2, and m s 1,6 3 5 6 1
respectively.
E : By Lemma 214 there are four or five distinct nilpotent varieties7
contained in Theorem 2. Each of these nilpotent varieties is contained in
w x Ž .those of higher dimension. 14, Table 2 tells us that E a is contained in6 1
w xa nilpotent variety of the form Gu with m s 4. By 14, Table 7 andP
Ž .dimension reasoning this forces E a to be the nilpotent variety corre-6 1
Ž . Ž .sponding to m s 4. We also conclude that E a and E a correspond7 2 7 1
to m s 2 and m s 1, respectively. The case m s 3 remains. In this case
there are two equivalence classes of sets of short simple pairwise orthogo-
w xnal roots. By 14, Table 7 they correspond to either E or D q A6 6 1
Ž Ž .. w xBala]Carter label E a . By 14, Table 2 it follows that E corresponds7 3 6
Ž .to b , b , b , while the nilpotent variety with the Bala]Carter label E a2 5 7 7 3
arises from, e.g., b , b , b .2 3 6
E : By Lemma 14 four distinct nilpotent varieties are contained in8
Theorem 2. Each nilpotent variety is contained in those of higher dimen-
w x Ž Ž ..sion. 14, Table 3 tells us that D Bala]Carter label E a is contained8 8 4
w xin a nilpotent variety of the form Gu with m s 4. By 14, Table 8 andP
Ž .dimension reasoning this forces the variety with Bala]Carter label E a8 4
to be the nilpotent variety corresponding to m s 4. We also conclude that
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .E q A Bala]Carter label E a , E a , and E a correspond to7 1 8 3 8 2 8 1
m s 3, m s 2, and m s 1, respectively.
Remark 1. For the full nilpotent variety normality is due to Kostant,
while rational singularities were proved by Hesselink. The normality of all
nilpotent varieties for groups of type A over fields of positive characteris-
w xtic was proved by Donkin in 4 . Using the theory of Frobenius splitting,
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this result together with rational singularities was later also obtained by
w x ŽMehta and van der Kallen 13 . For arbitrary groups and good characteris-
. w xtics the subregular nilpotent variety is known 12 to be a normal Goren-
stein variety with rational singularities. Besides the overlap with these
results it seems that the results in this paper are new.
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